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Meeting Minutes 
Measure B Citizens’ Oversight Committee 

8:30 a.m., October 11, 2018, District Education Center 

 
The following minutes are the unofficial proceedings and have been approved for public viewing but have 
not been officially accepted by the Citizens’ Oversight Committee (COC) until the scheduled  
February 7, 2019 Committee Meeting. 
 
 1. Call to Order 

The Regular Meeting of the Citizens’ Oversight Committee was called to order by Member Donald 
Froelich at 8:33 a.m. in the District Education Center of Saddleback Valley Unified School District, 
25631 Peter A. Hartman Way, Mission Viejo, California.  The COC Members introduced 
themselves, as did the SVUSD Business Services staff members who joined the meeting.   

 
  Roll Call of Members 
  Members Present  Members Absent  SVUSD Staff Members 

Donald Froelich    Stuart Luce   Stella Escario-Doiron 
Ernestine Jones       Keri Follmer 
Matthew Kasa       Susan Cortum 
Laura Mahfood       Larmecha Huff 
Mark Tettemer       Andrea Luna 
Walter Fawcett       Jeanne Serich 
        Cecilia Ray 
        Tiffani Volpe 
 
Stella Escario-Doiron introduced the new members of the Business Services Department to the 
COC Committee members, including Connie Cavanaugh, Asst. Supt. of Business Services; Jennifer 
Denmark, Facilities Planner; and Andrea Luna, Fiscal Services Coordinator.   
      

2.  Approval of February 1, 2018 Meeting Minutes 
Member Mark Tettemer made a motion to approve the Meeting Minutes of February 1, 2018, 
which was seconded by Member Ernestine Jones and were approved unanimously.  
 

3. Public Comment on Agenda Items 
 None 
 
OLD BUSINESS 
 
4. Facility Master Plan Update: Survey Results and Parent Priority and Current Schedule 

As a follow-up from the last COC meeting, Stella Escario-Doiron updated the Committee that the 
survey results had been reviewed per their request to identify what priorities were ranked highest 
by parents.  Due to the large number of responses from the public, responses were mixed across 
the survey. However, parents from District Magnet schools prioritized STEAM (science, 
technology, engineering, arts-design-architecture, mathematics) and magnet school programs as 
a top priority identifying them as being important/somewhat important, versus the public’s 
overall high ratings for Language Arts and International Baccalaureate programs, which were 
identified as important/somewhat important.  Member Donald Froelich asked what is the current 
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job market demand for students with STEAM skills. Facilities will look into this and report back to 
the Committee. 
 
Stella Escario-Doiron reviewed the Master Plan Calendar with the Committee.  The Facilities 
Department is currently reviewing the school site priorities from October 2019 through 2019 with 
the sites and creating a list of top priorities.  Member Donald Froelich said the Orange County 
Register’s recent article on Citizens’ Oversight Committees shared positive and negative stories 
regarding the impact they have had for different school districts and that SVUSD’s COC Committee 
members are great ambassadors for the District, given the positive history of what has been 
accomplished.   
 
Member Don Froelich asked what dollar figure the District is considering for the next bond.  Stella 
Escario-Doiron relayed that the District is still looking at clearly identifying the top priorities before 
moving forward. For example, SVUSD schools sometimes rent performing arts facilities in 
Capistrano Unified School District because our facilities are not adequate.  However, the District 
does not have these facilities currently earmarked for renovation, but could consider it in the 
future if the support for such projects are identified by the public and school sites, etc., as they 
can run approximately $30 to 50 million.   
 
Member Walter Fawcett confirmed the Master Plan Calendar’s priority is to finish identifying 
priorities with the school sites and confirm funding options for those projects by the end of 2019.  
Stella Escario-Doiron confirmed this was accurate, as the District and Board would need to be 
ready to go for a new bond in either March or June 2020. 
 
Member Donald Froelich asked if the new projects would be eligible for state matching funds, to 
which Stella Escario-Doiron replied that the State has nearly exhausted authorized funds for 
Facilities projects.  The State may go for a new bond at the same time in 2020 for new Facilities 
monies, however, they are slow to disperse the funds on current projects.  SVUSD is in line to 
receive monies.  
 
 

5. Measure B Website 
Stella Escario-Doiron updated the Committee that their request for a Quick Link from the District’s 
Homepage to the Measure B Accomplishments can be created once the information is completely 
updated, which has been ongoing since this summer and is nearly finished.   Stella Escario-Doiron 
walked the Committee through the newly updated Measure B pages (still under construction) 
which includes many photos of completed projects, Measure B data, committee reports, and 
accomplishments by school sites.   
 
Member Donald Froelich asked if a list of accomplishments per site was created to demonstrate 
what was promised per site, what was spent and what was not accomplished.  Stella Escario-
Doiron said that could be added to the page.  Member Walter Fawcett agreed that that 
information would be valuable for the public to have.  Stella Escario-Doiron agreed that a list of 
projects could be shown, identifying those funded by Measure B, other funding sources, etc.  
Member Ernestine Jones suggested other wording be used than “promised” because the District 
was aware that not all the project identified would be completed through Measure B funding, but 
that the goal was to have the funds used “as efficiently and effectively as possible.”  Wording such 
as “priorities completed” would tell the story positively and accurately.  Stella Escario-Doiron 
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added that a “reasoning” could be added, as to why certain projects were not done (i.e. they were 
no longer needed.)  Stella Escario-Doiron confirmed that this type of information would be added 
to the site and she will update the Committee in the near future.  Community outreach will be 
timed with the Facilities Master Plan outreach.  Member Donald Froelich asked if an article in the 
Orange County Register would be placed or other articles.  Stella Escario-Doiron said that the 
District would look different vehicles, including mailers to the community, outreach through the 
homepage and others.   
 
Member Walter Fawcett asked if there was a ranking of the District’s Facilities before Measure B 
and how they are now after the projects.  Stella Escario-Doiron replied that there isn’t a tool used 
to rank school facilities. The Williams Act gives the District a grade for the State funding program, 
but it only provides a “pass” grade for certain general categories.  She can look to see what is 
available to demonstrate where we are at this time versus before Measure B funding, but does 
not believe there is a system that is currently used.  Member Walter Fawcett said that the 
information regarding the quality of our school facilities can impact the home values in this area.  
Given that the District is about 50 years old, our facilities are in overall good condition.  Stella 
Escario-Doiron will look into campaigns with mailers to homes that can relay the information to 
residents.   

 
6.      Citizens’ Oversight Committee Membership 

Stella Escario-Doiron updated the Committee that new waivers are being submitted as we 
continue to catch up on the waiver process to the State.  She thanked the Committee members 
for agreeing to continue their involvement.  Member Donald Froelich asked how long the COC 
would continue.  Stella Escario-Doiron confirmed that the COC can’t be closed until the last project 
receiving Measure B funding is completed, which is Lake Forest ES Mod and it will be completed 
in the fall of 2020.  The Committee can discuss talking about cutting the meetings to one a year 
in 2020, as all the monies would be exhausted.  Connie Cavanaugh asked if the Lake Forest ES 
Mod project’s Measure B monies were moved to the Portola Hills ES Modernization project, could 
the COC be closed sooner.  Stella Escario-Doiron confirmed that would be a point of discussion 
with the Accounting team.  Originally, the Lake Forest ES Mod project’s monies were going to be 
spent on architectural services and would have occurred the same time as the Portola Hills ES 
Mod project, but the Lake Forest Mod project was delayed.  Connie Cavanaugh said moving the 
monies would allow the District to show that the Measure B funds were used completely on 
Portola Hills ES Mod and that it was the last of the Measure B funds.  Stella Escario-Doiron agreed 
that she would talk with the Accounting group about this.   
 

 
7. Prop. 39 Financial and Performance Audit Report: Clarification on pages 5 and 11 

Per the Committee’s request, the Facilities Department sent an email to the Committee on March 
1, 2018 with comments from the Auditor, confirming the modification had been made to the final 
page.  It now reads that the Final Report’s Commitments for the specified projects is $1.76 million 
with the Fund’s ending balance was $2.96 million, which is what the Committee discussed.   

 
NEW BUSINESS 
 

8. Facilities Improvement Projects Completed Summer 2018 
Stella Escario-Doiron reviewed the handout with the Committee regarding the type of work that 
Facilities continues to do for the school sites. She highlighted a few projects including two 
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elementary schools converted to Magnet Schools: Linda Vista and Santiago.  Linda Vista ES is 
becoming an International Baccalaureate (IB) school, which is a process that takes a few years to 
complete. Facilities reviewed the site and made improvements and Audio/Visual equipment, 
classroom spaces, among others.  Santiago Elementary became a STEAM Magnet School that has 
become very popular and has kept students in our District that would have otherwise left for a 
charter school.  The grand opening was attended by several city officials who had their 
grandchildren attending Santiago instead of a charter.   

 
Member Mark Tettemer asked if the magnets were Measure B funded projects, to which Stella 
Escario-Doiron relayed they were not.  Stella Escario-Doiron confirmed that the Committee has 
always been privy to information including projects that are underway that are not Measure B 
funded and have continued to receive such updates so that they were well informed.  Stella 
Escario-Doiron said that in the future, handouts will identify which projects are Measure B funded, 
or received other funds.  Member Ernestine Jones said that she believed the reason why such 
updates were given to the Committee in the past was to relay that once the project was 
completed, the District was maintaining the project or site and how that was occurring.   
 
Member Walter Fawcett asked if any Measure B funds had been spent since the last COC meeting, 
which Stella Escario-Doiron relayed that funds had been spent on the Lake Forest ES Mod and 
Portola Hills ES Mod projects.  In addition, some monies were being held for the Trabuco Hills HS 
Mod projects, which had a few elements that needed to be finalized.   
 

9.    Portola Hills Elementary School Modernization and New Construction Project Update 

Stella Escario-Doiron shared that the project is on schedule.  Phase IA included 10 classrooms 

which were occupied the beginning of this school year.  The next phase will be done in January 

2019, with the remaining phases on schedule.  The site’s classrooms under improvement will be 

rotated so that the District does not have to spend money on temporary classrooms, which is very 

costly.  She confirmed that parts of the project will be funded by Measure B, the lawsuit 

settlement ($2.9 million) and Developer Fee monies.  Stella Escario-Doiron shared project pictures 

with the Committee for Phase IA, including new exterior areas, new air conditioning, lighting, 

flooring, as well as neutral and updated interiors, new Audio/Visual components, collaboration 

design settings, among other next generation classroom design elements. Phase IB will include 

the portables and the center of the campus.  This is already underway and the teachers are set to 

move in over Thanksgiving break.      

10. Lake Forest Elementary School Modernization Project Update 
Stella Escario-Doiron said the plans are currently with DSA for approval. Construction will begin 
summer 2019 and will have to be done when the campus is not occupied.  The campus was 
originally designed with futuristic elements that are currently being used today, so Facilities used 
value-engineering to scale down the scope of what was actually needed.   
 
Member Donald Froelich asked if the Committee could schedule a site inspection in the near 
future, to which Stella Escario-Doiron said that Phase IB at Portola Hills would be a good site visit.  
He reiterated the importance of sharing the great accomplishments of this COC with the 
community.   Member Laura Mahfood said that a ribbon cutting at Portola Hills could be held to 
share the accomplishments with the Measure B funds.  Connie Cavanaugh said that could be the 
message if the funds are expended on Portola Hills and relay that this concludes the last of the 
Measure B funds.  Stella Escario-Doiron said that this would be addressed with the Committee 
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with the roll-out of the Facilities Master Plan messaging.  Member Don Froelich left the meeting 
early for an appointment.   

 
ACTION ITEMS 
There were no action items brought forth to discuss.   
 
 
11.  Facilities Planning & Construction Update on Projects 

Stella Escario-Doiron shared the list of Facilities projects. Member Walter Fawcett said that he felt 
a key message to relay to the public is that no Measure B monies were spent on projects outside 
the scope of work.  In fact, it’s important to identify for the public how many of the Measure B 
projects would not have been able to even begin without Measure B funding.  Stella Escario-
Doiron confirmed this point, saying that the required architectural services for such projects 
would not have been possible for the first phase of many projects, if it were not for Measure B 
funding.  The Committee discussed the importance that this statement is clearly communicated 
to the public, who may have negative feelings about supporting a future bond.  Stella Escario-
Doiron agreed and said this is a bonus list of projects that was made possible through the interest 
over time, reductions in cost over time, state funding monies obtained to supplement the 
Measure B projects, etc., which would be shared with the community.  Member Ernestine Jones 
asked if Measure B banners are being put up so that the community is aware of the funding 
source.  Stella Escario-Doiron said that the banners can be used again for this purpose.   

 
   
12. Financial Status Report 

Tiffani Volpe reviewed the Financial Status Report with the Committee.  The final audit will be 
coming in the near future, as Auditors were at the District last week. The form relays expenditures 
from the start of Measure B in 2004 and includes projects receiving other funding, which totals 
more money than the Bond monies were originally.  This provides an overview for what is left in 
the budget and what projects are remaining.  In the future, a new format can be used show what 
was spent in the past quarter, or other options.  Member Ernestine Jones asked if this master 
report will continue to be maintained, as it is consistent information from the start.  Tiffani Volpe 
confirmed that it would be maintained.  Member Walter Fawcett requested if Measure B monies 
versus other funding sources for each project, per site, could be included in the report.  Stella 
Escario-Doiron relayed that that could be provided that in the future.   In addition, the types of 
items the funds can be used on can be relayed.  For example, technology is included in the 
Measure B scope, but not furniture.  Member Ernestine Jones said that the District’s independent 
audit is completed each year to ensure that Measure B funds are not used on anything outside 
the allowed scope.  Stella Escario-Doiron said that it would be discussed with the auditors about 
whether funding for Lake Forest ES Mod could be moved to Portola Hills ES Mod, so that Measure 
B could be wrapped up sooner.  The Committee will be updated regarding the conversation and 
what the best recommendation is.  Member Ernestine Jones asked how much money was 
anticipated to be possibly moved, to which Stella Escario-Doiron said it was approximately $1.48 
million which was set aside for both Portola Hills and Lake Forest, but only $11,000 was spent on 
Lake Forest Mod.  The Auditors would be asked if the $1.48 million could be reallocated to Portola 
Hills ES Mod, which would allow the remaining Measure B funds to be expended sooner.  The Lake 
Forest Mod is a bonus project for the site. Original Measure B projects for Lake Forest were 
completed.  Stella Escario-Doiron will look at Lake Forest’s original Measure B projects to see what 
was identified, completed, etc.  Connie Cavanaugh said that providing the list of projects per site, 
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which were Measure B funded versus funded by other sources, will show a very positive story for 
each site. Members Walter Fawcett and Ernestine Jones said that budget for Lake Forest appears 
to be smaller than other sites, but we can historically go back and relay why that was the case.   
 
Member Walter Fawcett asked what the $500 million for Trabuco Hills High School Mod project 
is still listed.  Stella Escario-Doiron shared that the project was completed and the forms were not 
completed as needed.  Funding is being held until the Division of State Architects signs off on the 
paperwork, which is just now being finalized.   
 
 

DISCUSSION ITEMS 
 
13. Public Comment on Non-Agenda Items 

There were no comments. 
 
14. Future Agenda Items 

There were no future agenda items brought forth for discussion. 
 
15. Next Regular Meeting 
 The next regular meeting will take place on Thursday, February 7, 2019.  The meeting will begin 

at 8:30 a.m. (Location: District Education Center Board Conference Room) 
 
16. Adjourn 
 Member Ernestine Jones adjourned the meeting at 9:45 a.m. 

 
 


